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Gray - definition of
gray by The Free
Dictionary
Grey definition is - of
the color gray. How to
use grey in a sentence.
Gray or Grey? It
Depends on Where You
Live | Grammarly
gray definition: 1. US
spelling of grey 2. a
unit of measurement
for absorbed radiation
3. (of) the color that is
a…. Learn more.
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GRAY | meaning in the
Cambridge English
Dictionary
gray definition: The
definition of gray is the
color that is formed by
mixing black and
white, or having hair of
this color. (adjective)
An example of
something gray is the
color of stone; gray
stone. An example of
gray is hair that is a
mix of t...
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Gray (unit) - Wikipedia
NOAA National
Weather Service Gray Portland, ME. US Dept
of Commerce National
Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration National
Weather Service
Gray - Idioms by The
Free Dictionary
gray 1 also grey (grā)
adj. gray·er, gray·est
also grey·er or grey·est
1. Of or relating to an
achromatic color of any
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lightness between the
extremes of black and
white. 2. a. Dull or
dark: a gray, rainy
afternoon. b. Lacking in
cheer; gloomy: a gray
mood. 3. a. Having
gray hair; hoary. b. Old
or venerable. 4.
Intermediate in
character or position ...
Gray | Definition of
Gray at Dictionary.com
Grey (British English)
or gray (American
English; see spelling
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differences) is an
intermediate color
between black and
white.It is a neutral
color or achromatic
color, meaning literally
that it is a color
"without color,"
because it can be
composed of black and
white. It is the color of
a cloud-covered sky, of
ash and of lead.. The
first recorded use of
grey as a color name in
the English ...
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Gray vs. Grey grammar
Gray Construction is a
pioneer in design-build
specializing in
engineering,
architecture and
construction services
to both domestic and
international
customers.
Gray - Portland, ME
Gray definition, of a
color between white
and black; having a
neutral hue. See more.
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How do you spell the
color Grey or Gray?
Which is correct?
Gray or grey is a color
that is neither black or
white. It falls on the
color palette
somewhere between
black and white. Gray
or grey is considered a
neutral color, one often
used to complement a
brighter one, though
there are many
different shades of
gray or shades of grey
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and different colors
available. One look
inside a paint store will
reveal a myriad of gray
or grey paint colors
designed ...
Gray - Simple English
Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
Synonyms for gray at
Thesaurus.com with
free online thesaurus,
antonyms, and
definitions. Find
descriptive alternatives
for gray.
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Gray
Gray definition is - of
the color gray. How to
use gray in a sentence.
Grey - Wikipedia
Like this video?
Subscribe to our free
daily email and get a
new idiom video every
day! get gray hair from
(someone or
something) To be
exceedingly worried,
stressed, or upset by or
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about something or
someone. I'm getting
gray hair from these
kids screaming all day
long. I'm going to get
gray hair from my
teenage daughter and
all her wild behavior.
I'm ...
Gray Synonyms, Gray
Antonyms |
Thesaurus.com
“Is it grey or gray?” is
likely one of the most
frequently asked
questions in regards to
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common misspellings,
however there are
many other commonly
misspelled
wordsrelated to
regional differences. In
most cases American
spellings seem to be a
bit more phonetic.
Here’s a handy chart.
gray - Wiktionary
grey (grā) adj.n. & v.
Variant of gray1. grey
(ɡreɪ) or gray adj 1.
(Colours) of a neutral
tone, intermediate
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between black and
white, that has no hue
and reflects and
transmits only a little
light 2. (Animals)
greyish in colour or
having parts or marks
that are greyish 3.
dismal or dark, esp
from lack of light;
gloomy 4. neutral or
dull, esp in ...
Gray Construction |
Design Build |
Engineering ...
The gray has a number
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of fields of application
in measuring dose:
Radiobiology. The
measurement of
absorbed dose in tissue
is of fundamental
importance in
radiobiology and
radiation therapy as it
is the measure of the
amount of energy the
incident radiation
deposits in the target
tissue. The
measurement of
absorbed dose is a
complex problem due
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to scattering and
absorption, and many
specialist ...
Gray | Definition of
Gray by MerriamWebster
As a noun, gray usually
refers to the color. It
can be used as an
adjective when we
want to say that the
color of something is a
shade of gray.It can
also be used as a verb,
for when something
turns gray.But
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regardless of its use,
you’ll sometimes find
that gray is not spelled
the way you think it
should be. Or, you
might be reading this
and thinking “those
people at Grammarly
really don ...
Grey | Definition of
Grey by MerriamWebster
Having a color
somewhere between
white and black, as the
ash of an ember.·
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Dreary, gloomy. (Can
we date this quote by
Daniel C. Gerould and
provide title, author's
full name, and other
details?) the era of
gray, boring banality
and stagnation· Having
an indistinct, disputed
or uncertain quality.
Relating to older
people. the gray dollar,
i.e. the ...
Is it Gray vs. Grey?
Definition & How to
Spell the Color ...
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Grammar Tips &
Articles » Gray vs. Grey
The words Gray and
Grey might sound the
same, but have
different meanings and
different spellings. In
this Grammar.com
article, you will learn
the differences
between these two
confusing words.
Gray dictionary
definition | gray
defined
Gray or grey is the
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color of black and
white mixed together..
Gray is the color of an
elephant, cement,
pencil writing, and
rainy clouds.Gray often
looks like someone
made black lighter, but
not so light that it is
white. In the United
Kingdom, Canada,
Australia, South Africa,
India, Ireland, and New
Zealand, as well as a
few other countries,
this word is spelled
grey.
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